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Precipitation: spatial-temporal evolution

τ ~ Kp/3
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during the main phase and although it becomes lower
during the recovery phase it still remains much higher than
the pre-storm level. The ratio of the precipitating to trapped
flux is highest during the main phase and depends on
latitude.

3. South Atlantic Anomaly

[10] The data raise questions as to why electron precip-
itation >300 keV peaks during storm main phase while that
>1 MeV peaks during the recovery phase, and whether there
is an important different in the wave-particle interactions
responsible?
[11] In the southern hemisphere there is a weakness in the

Earth’s magnetic field known as the south Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA). Data at low L, corresponding to the inner radiation
belt, is contaminated by protons in the SAA region but the
weakness extends poleward over the outer radiation belt
where contamination is not an issue. Figure 3 shows
that precipitation >1 MeV during the recovery phase is
significantly higher over the Antarctic peninsular region,
poleward of the SAA and corresponding to the outer
radiation belt. There is very little precipitation at other
longitudes, or into the northern hemisphere (similarly for
the main phase, not shown). Conversely, during the main
phase electron precipitation >300 keV is not restricted
poleward of the SAA region, but can occur at all geographic
longitudes (Figure 4, and similarly for the recovery phase,
not shown). Furthermore, precipitation into the northern
hemisphere is almost as strong as that into the southern
hemisphere.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

[12] The fact that >300 keV precipitation can occur at all
geographic longitudes suggests that pitch angle scattering is
strong enough to scatter electrons into the bounce loss cone
and cause precipitation at any longitude. One consequence
of this is that the distribution of >300 keV precipitation in
Figure 2 is more likely to show where pitch angle scattering
of >300 keV electrons takes place in MLT. Waves respon-
sible for pitch angle scattering MeV electrons, even if they

are restricted in MLT, may also facilitate precipitation of
300 keV electrons [Shprits et al., 2009]. However, the
fact that precipitation >1 MeV is restricted in geographic
longitude suggests that >1 MeV electrons are mainly
scattered into the drift loss cone and drift around the Earth
to the SAA where they are lost to the atmosphere. Thus we
suggest that the MLT distribution of >1 MeV precipitation
(Figure 1g) indicates where the SAA is in relation to MLT
rather than the presence of strong wave-particle interactions
at that location.
[13] The question arises as to whether the waves respon-

sible for precipitating >300 keV electrons also precipitate
>1 MeV electrons? We argue that this is unlikely. Whistler
mode chorus waves are one of the strongest candidates for
precipitating 10 keV to a few MeV electrons since they can
resonate with electrons over this energy range [Horne et al.,
2005]. Pitch angle diffusion into the loss cone becomes less
effective at higher energies. Consequently diffusion into the
loss cone is very small at !1 MeV and the waves are more
effective at accelerating trapped electrons at high energies
[Horne et al., 2005; Shprits et al., 2006; Varotsou et al.,
2005]. Even so, if chorus wave power increases one would
expect precipitation >300 keV and >1 MeV to increase, but
this is not observed.
[14] The other possibility is that there is some additional

scattering at higher energies during the recovery phase that
does not scatter 300 keV electrons very effectively. Fast
magnetosonic waves can contribute to pitch angle scattering
at MeV energies but cannot diffuse electrons into the loss
cone on their own [Horne et al., 2007]. Electromagnetic ion
cyclotron (EMIC) waves can scatter electrons with energies
>500 keV [Summers and Thorne, 2003; Albert, 2003]. They
are observed near dusk and on the dayside [Meredith et al.,
2003]. However, unless the plasma density is very high,
such as inside the plasmapause or in high density plumes on
the dayside, EMIC waves generally scatter electrons greater
than a few MeV or more. The waves are excited by a
temperature anisotropy in the proton distribution that is
injected during the main phase and forms the ring current. If
these waves are responsible for the additional scattering at a
few MeV, the question is why is the precipitation not
observed during the main phase. Ground based observations
in the Antarctic show that EMIC waves are mainly observed
during the recovery phase [Engebretson et al., 2008], but

Figure 3. Electron precipitation >1 MeV. The small red
region over South America is contaminated by protons and
is not considered.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for >300 keV.
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The BARREL configuration is optimized for obtaining conjunc-
tions with the RBSP spacecraft and for studying both duskside
and microburst precipitations. Duskside precipitation has been
observed to extend across an hour of local time (Section 1), and
the statistical microburst region covers ! 6 h of local time,
though the instantaneous spatial distribution is not currently
known.

3. Early results from the BARREL piggyback test flight

On December 27, 2008, the Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility
(CSBF) launched a test flight of the Superpressure Balloon (SPB)
from McMurdo Station, Antarctica. The SPB is being developed by
the NASA Balloon Program to provide ULDB (Ultra Long Duration
Balloon) flights lasting 4100 days. BARREL will utilize the more
standard zero-pressure balloons, but a prototype of the BARREL
instrumentation flew ‘‘piggyback’’ on this ULDB flight which
lasted 54 days (Fig. 4). Solar activity was quite low during this
interval, however, BARREL detected relativistic electron precipita-
tion in February 2009 during the ‘‘Valentine’s Day’’ storm. The
storm was small (minimum Dst!"36 nT on February 14 at
1600 UT), but was highly geo-effective for enhancing the radia-
tion belt electron population. The flux of relativistic electrons
measured by GOES increased significantly, particularly at the
higher #42 MeV$ energies (Fig. 5), where the flux during the
recovery phase was roughly 1000 times larger than its pre-storm
value. Because the storm was so isolated in time (Kpr2 for one
week before and after the storm), it provides a unique opportu-
nity to isolate and understand both the acceleration and loss
processes acting in the radiation belts.

Fig. 6 (top) shows BARREL observations from February 14–16,
2009. Weak precipitation was first observed in the lowest energy
channel #o180 keV$ starting at 0600 UT (0200 MLT). A sharp
increase in precipitation was observed at 1245 UT (0715 MLT) in
association with an increase in THEMIS AE (bottom), when
BARREL was located near L! 7:8 (T89). Similar observations were
made on February 15 with the strongest precipitation observed
near 1215 UT (! 0630 MLT, L! 7:4) in association with an
increase in THEMIS AE, but in this case the precipitation extends
into the 180–450 keV BARREL energy channel. Observations from
THEMIS during this time indicate an increase in the average
plasma sheet temperature throughout this period (Fig. 6, second

panel) which is correlated with the increase in energy of the
observed precipitation.

Precipitation at relativistic energies #4550 keV$ was not
observed by BARREL until late in the recovery phase, possibly
because the trapped electron flux was initially so low and
increased slowly over several days (Fig. 5). On February 17–18,
2009 the X-ray count rate increased in the two highest energy
channels (550–840 and 840–1500 keV). The precipitation was
observed in the dusk sector on February 17 at 0345 UT (2320
MLT) at L%6.7, and 0020 UT (2030 MLT) at L%6.5 on February 18
(Fig. 7), and show similar characteristics to the duskside relati-
vistic precipitation discussed in Section 1, including modulation
of the precipitation at ULF frequencies.

The observations during this geomagnetic storm show a
progressive increase in energy for the plasma sheet, ring current
electrons (as indicated by increasing energy of observed precipi-
tation at energies o550 keV), and ultimately the trapped radia-
tion belt electrons.

Further analysis will be presented in a later paper, but this
summary of the BARREL test flight observations serves to illus-
trate the kind of data that BARREL will obtain and the value in
combining such measurements with spacecraft data. The multi-
point measurements obtained during the BARREL science cam-
paigns combined with other ILWS missions will provide a rich
data set for investigating the complex structure of precipitation
and advancing our quantitative understanding of loss processes in
the radiation belts.
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Fig. 7. BARREL X-ray count rate in three energy channels (o180 keV, 180–550 keV, and 550–840 keV) on February 18, 2009.
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Figure 1. Electrons >1 MeV microbursts on October 19, 1998
(red). The satellite was in zenith-pointing mode at this time, so
the instrument was looking approximately along the field lines at
the microburst precipitation. The black dashed line shows our
estimate of the locally trapped population and the blue dotted
line shows the position in L shell.

Distribution of Microbursts

Figures 2c and 2f show histograms of the number of
passes during which SAMPEX observed relativistic electron
microbursts in the outer radiation belts each day in 1997
and 1998. The relativistic electron microburst events were
selected automatically by comparing the average count rate
in a 100-ms period with a 500-ms running average. Ra-
diation belt passes for which the di!erence exceeded ten
times the standard deviation were identified as containing
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Figure 2. Correlation of microburst events with Dst and Kp for 1997 and 1998.

microbursts. Since the satellite passes through the radiation
belt four times on each 96-min orbit, the maximum number
of microburst events is 60 per day. Figures 2a and 2d show
Kp and Figures 2b and 2e show Dst for this period. There
is a clear association between microburst events and the ge-
omagnetic indices. When the number of microburst events
are cross-correlated with daily averages of these indices, the
correlation coe"cients are found to be 0.75 for Kp and -0.72
for Dst in 1997. In 1998 the correlation coe"cient for Kp is
0.80 and for Dst is -0.76. Both the number of microbursts
and the indices show that 1998 was more active than 1997.
Some care must be taken in comparing microburst occur-
rence between periods when the satellite was in spin mode
and zenith-pointing mode, however. In spin mode the satel-
lite spends less time sampling precipitating particles.
Figure 3 shows Kp and Dst for each of the three GEM

storms, along with the position in L where the bursts were
observed. The bursts tended to start during the main phase
of the storm and continue into the recovery phase. The
bursts also moved to lower L shell during the storm. The
location of the inner plasmapause boundary was also cal-
culated from the formula Lppi = 5.6 ! 0.46Kpmax, where
Kpmax is the maximum Kp value in the preceding 24 hours
[Carpenter and Anderson, 1992]. The inner edge of the
bursts generally followed the plasmapause location. In both
the May 1997 and October 1998 storms, the largest mi-
croburst events began during the storm recovery phase, al-
though some smaller events were seen during the storm main
phase. This pattern is similar to the 1993 storms examined
by Nakamura [2000]. However, the September 1998 storm
looked di!erent because the microbursts started well before
the storm main phase, in association with an enhanced Kp.

~200 ms
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 Two Antarctic Science Campaigns during RBSP Mission
-Current plan: 20 balloons in each campaign in 2013 and 2014
-Launched successively to set up slowly drifting array
-Long duration balloon flights => 30 day campaign
->3000 hours of data in radiation belt region (L<7)
-Launch sites planned: Halley Bay and South African Antarctic 
station (SANAE)

BARREL
BARREL is a multiple-balloon experiment for 
studying losses from Earth’s radiation belts. 



BARREL uses an array of balloons 
to achieve its science 

- 4-5 balloons aloft 
simultaneously
- separation 1-2 hours of MLT
- flight durations ~7 days
- 20 balloons per campaign

Two launch sites: 
-Halley Bay 
-SANAE

BARREL Locations



Question #1
What fraction of radiation belt losses are due to 
precipitation (vs. magnetopause losses or de-energization)?

Method: 
Measure the spatial extent and precipitating flux of >500 keV 
using BARREL and LEO spacecraft to quantify total loss rate.
Measure the change in trapped flux, remove adiabatic effects to 
quantify the number of trapped electrons using RBSP, THEMIS, 
GOES 
Quantify magnetopause losses???

Comment: 
Need to identify times of interest. Quiet times, main phase, 
recovery phase, long term, etc....



Question #2
What fraction of precipitation losses are due to 
microbursts vs. duskside precipitation vs. something else?

Method: 
Measure the instantaneous spatial extent of the precipitation.
Measure average precipitating flux across region or use typical rates 
observed by SAMPEX.



Question #3
What causes relativistic electron microbursts?

Hypothesis #1: Pitch angle diffusion due to small amplitude whistlers 
causes the majority of bursts.

Method: 
Identify conjunctions between RBSP and BARREL (or SAMPEX, etc) 
during observed microburst events.
Event studies: 

Measure VLF wave properties, B, particle distribution at RBSP  
Compute expected scattering rates as function of energy and 
compare with microburst observations

Statistical study of wave properties during observed microburst events

Hypothesis #2: Non-linear interaction with large amplitude whistlers 
causes the majority of bursts.

Comment: 
What if most large amplitude waves are not at equator?



Question #4

Hypothesis: Pitch angle scattering by EMIC waves is the cause.

What causes observed duskside precipitation bursts? 

Method: 
Identify conjunctions between RBSP and BARREL (or SAMPEX, etc) 
during observed duskside events.
Event studies: 

Measure wave properties, B, particle distribution at RBSP  
Compute expected scattering rates as function of energy and 
compare with observations of precipitation

Statistical study of wave properties during observed events



Question #5
What causes observed ULF timescale modulation of precipitation?

Hypothesis: Modulation of plasma wave growth by ULF waves 
which leads to modulation of scattering rate.

Method: 
Identify conjunctions
Measure wave amplitude vs. time at RBSP (or THEMIS)
Measure cold plasma density, B, as function of time

Hypothesis: Modulation of some other parameter like cold plasma 
density or background magnetic field
Hypothesis: Direct modulation of the precipitation rate by some 
unknown process.


